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UFO HIGHBAY SPECIFICATION 
 

 

Description LED UFO HIGH BAY LIGHT 

Part No. TLI-HBU10-**W 

Date 2016 
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UFO industrial and mining lamp products 

1, we use multiple high-power LED module (3030) as the light source, it has high 

thermal conductivity, low luminous decay, pure light color, high color rendering 

index, no heavy shade etc.; 

 

2, high quality die casting aluminum heat dissipation design, lamps and lanterns 

new design, the light source and radiator perfect union, effective heat 

conduction diffusion, thus reduces the temperature in the lamp body, has 

effectively guaranteed the light source and the electric power life; 

 

3, green environmental protection, no pollution, no lead, mercury and other 

pollution elements, no pollution to the environment; 

 

4, the color rendering is good, the presentation of the physical color is more 

vivid. Various light colors are optional, and the utility model can meet the 

requirements of different environments, and eliminates the depressive emotion 

caused by the high or low color temperature of the traditional lamps, makes the 

vision more comfortable, and improves the work efficiency of the workers; 

 

5 、  adopt constant current control, applicable voltage width (AC90-305V), 

overcome the power grid, noise pollution and lighting instability caused by 

ballast, avoid the irritation and fatigue to the eye during the work; 
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6, decorative effect is excellent, using a special surface treatment process, the 

appearance can choose a variety of colors, simple installation, easy disassembly, 

wide range of applications. 

 

UFO industrial and mining lamp place: 

School halls, hotels, factories, gas stations, indoor stadiums, exhibition halls, 

railway stations, waiting rooms, libraries, logistics warehouses, cold storage 

and so on. 

 

Introduction of UFO industrial and mining lamp products 

Die casting aluminum radiator with high thermal conductivity; die cast aluminum 

housing integrated LED drive power, high thermal conductivity aluminum 

substrate; high transmittance of PC planar sealing cover glass or tempered; a 

plurality of imported high brightness chip with 3030 rings, or wire rope or 

mounting bracket installation components of double insurance. 
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SPECIFICATION 

 

  

POWER 60W 100W 150W 180W 200W 240W 300W 

Model: 

TLI-HBU10-60W    TLI-HBU10-100W    TLI-HBU10-150W 

TLI-HBU10-180W    TLI-HBU10-200W    TLI-HBU10-240W 

TLI-HBU10-300W 

Input voltage AC100-277V 

Frequency range 60/50HZ 

Total harmonic distortion 
≤15% 

Power factor ＞0.9 

Working voltage DC36-48V 

LED luminous efficiency 120-150LM/W 

Color temperature 
Warm white WW 2700-3200K 

 Pure white 

 

NW 3800-4500K 

 Cold white CW 5700-6500K 

 Color rendering index 
WW RA ＞80 

 PW/CW RA ＞80 

 Light distribution 

 
Symmetrical / rectangular facula 

Light design 

 
Two times light distribution 

LED Type LumenMax 3030 (also choose PHILPS OSRAM Nichia etc.) 

LED power type Meanwell driver 

Working temperature -20℃——+45℃ 

Storage temperature 

 
-25℃——+65℃ 

IP Grade 

 
IP65 

Working life-span ＞30000H 

 CE  RoHS 

Beam angle 60-110° 
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Product size 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Model Spec(mm) Carton size(mm) 净重

(KG) 

毛重

（KG） 
60W D235*H12

0 

295*295*165 2.5 3.2 

100W D280*H18

5 

330*330*205 3.4 4 

150W D340*H18

9 

390*390*205 5.85 6 

180W D340*H18

9 

390*390*205 5.85 6 

200W D400*H19

6 

445*445*215 6.95 7.95 

240W D400*H19

6 

445*445*215 6.95 

5 

7.95 

300W D460*H23

7 

525*525*260 8.97 9.97 
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Color temperature 

 

 
 

distribution curve 

 

Such as rectangle light intensity curve 
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Indoor brightness limit curve 
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The average illuminance on the figure 
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Installation instructions 

 

1., ceiling type 

Step 1. fix the inverted hook and safety wire rope at the ceiling 

Step.2 fix the lamp ring of the industrial and mining lamp to the screw socket of the driving power 

Step.3 hang the industrial and mining lights on the mounted upside down hook 

Step.4 press L FireWire, N zero line, yellow for ground wire, connect good power (before safety, cut 

off the city power switch) 

 

 

 

2., wall mounted installation; bracket can be adjusted in large angle, the irradiation angle can be 

changed at will. 

Step 1. drill the corresponding bracket screw holes at the ceiling 

Step.2 fix the lamp and mounting bracket together 

Step.3 screw the mounting bracket well with the fixing holes on the ceiling 

Step.4 press L FireWire, N zero line, yellow for ground wire, connect good power (before safety, cut 

off the city power switch) 

 

     

    Widely used in high shed buildings, workshops, warehouses, logistics centers, exhibition halls, 

stadiums, shipyards, mines, road toll stations, supermarkets, agricultural markets, products and 

other places requiring lighting. 

     Warning: 

     1 do not use in the completely closed clamp and the wet areas. 

     2 as safety or emergency lights are not suitable for. 
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Installation Step 
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Lens degree: 

        60°              90°              60° 
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Note: 

1, please read carefully the product specification, confirm the use environment is in line with the 

specifications in the book, just can use. 

2, the product when plugged into a power supply, please ensure the closure of the switch, prevent 

to get an electric shock. 

3, please make sure the good applicable power before use.After  

4, lamps and lanterns lit, hand do not touch the lamp surface. 

5, avoid installation in the heat source and thermal steam, corrosive gas, lest affect life span 

6, product in - 10 ℃ ~ 45 ℃ environment temperature scope of work. 

7.Eight, the use of high pressure (100-277 - v) power supply, should not work in the frequent power 

condition, it will affect their life. 

8, open the packing, carefully check the product, if there is any damage on products, please keep 

good packaging and timely to reflect my company 

 

 

 

 
 

 


